Channel-ready solution helps VARs
break into video security business.
Pre-validated, pre-integrated components simplify sales and
deployment of complex systems.

resellers and the fast-growing Intellectual
Property security opportunity.
Thus SecurePOD: a pre-validated,
pre-integrated package of hardware,
software and cameras conceived by
Intel and Ingram Micro and developed
with Dell, Axis Communications, and
Milestone Systems. Available to resellers
from Ingram Micro along with invaluable
training and support, the solution
dramatically simplifies the IP security and
surveillance go-to-market opportunity
for the channel.

The Opportunity

SecurePodTM Open & Intelligent Video:
preconfigured, validated, and
scalable solutions, based on open
standards for unlimited flexibility.

The Story
As the physical security industry
transforms from analog to digital video
surveillance, control and management
of these systems have begun to move
to the IT department. For IT VARs, this
should be welcome news. After all, with
more equipment running through the
network, the sales and service opportunity
multiplies. But IT managers and their
VARs are quickly learning that security
and surveillance is a complex vertical
application with extra elements not
commonly found in the IP networks they
usually work with. For example: video
(including optics, compression, networking,
storage, analytics), as well as physical
security (including placement of cameras,
integration with access control, etc). This
complexity stands between most

Traditional video surveillance is
analog-based. But falling prices for IP
video along with expanded usage models
have dramatically increased demand for
IP-based solutions. Customers who are
adopting them are attaching them to their
networks and putting the IT department
in control. This convergence of physical
security with modern IP-based networks
has caught both IT managers and IT
VARs unprepared.
IT departments have quickly discovered
that these systems require maintenance
and management. They’re learning that
their end users have specific needs that
require somewhat customized solutions
based on best-of-breed vertical functions
and applications. As a result, they’re
learning that the concept of plug-and-play,
or “turn-key,” is a myth. They’re asking
for solutions that are based on open
IT standards, easy to understand and
integrate with the network, intelligent and
interoperable – a far cry from many of the
solutions available today.
Meanwhile VARs understand that the
closed/custom solutions typically available
in this category don’t fit their sales model
well. Plus, the technology is more complex
than it seems, requiring validation and an
understanding of the horizontal security

product set as well as vertical insight
of the customer you’re trying to sell to.
Retailers, banks, transportation hubs – all
of these venues have different security
requirements and thus their system
needs vary.

A Recipe for Others to Follow
Guy Reams, Ingram Micro’s resident
physical security consultant, suggests
the SecurePOD will enable all IT VARs to
address this opportunity. “They need a
solution that’s easy to understand, sell,
configure and deploy. We’ve developed
the whole package – a pre-configured,
pre-integrated solution that’s offered
in conjunction with sales and technical
training to help resellers position, sell
and support the solution. We even offer
warranty support. And because it’s an
OEM-based solution, they can brand it
their way.”
There’s a lot of flexibility built into
the SecurePOD concept, starting with
scalability. VARs can change the number
of processors, disks, cameras and network
ports on the solution to fit the needs of
the customer. “A bit more design work
will be required to tailor the SecurePOD
platform to meet specific niche or vertical
requirements,” explains Reams. “But that
can happen much more quickly now that
the resellers are starting from a preconfigured base solution.”
Because the system runs in a virtualized
environment, it’s also easy to add
analytics capabilities. For example,
“people counting, customer demographics,
heat mapping, license plate recognition,
unattended baggage/package tracking,
etc.,” says Reams. But he’s quick to note
that “analytics by itself is not what sells a
system; the VAR’s ability to demonstrate
reduced security personnel cost resulting
from analytics capability can help make
the case.”

Ingredients Matter
The solution benefits from its Intel®
architecture-based platform because of
the technology’s ability to support remote
manageability, virtualization, and other
key elements of a comprehensive IP video
surveillance solution. “Reliability is also
very important; these systems have to
work in extreme conditions, and it’s not
acceptable when something becomes
unavailable,” says Reams. Intel technology
has demonstrated the kind of reliability
that’s needed here.
Learn more about SecurePod at
www.secure-pod.com

Unleash the Possibilities
Like Ingram Micro, Intel is working hard to
make sure that virtually anyone can grab
the digital security and surveillance
opportunity. Members of Intel Technology
Provider get invaluable marketing and
technology support that can really help.
Already a member? Login at www.intel.
com/technologyprovider and explore today.
Visit often and stay engaged. Because you
want to be amazing.

Solution provided by:

“ The physical security industry’s transformation from analog to IP-based video is
forcing IT managers to learn how to manage and configure security and surveillance
applications on their existing networks. IT VARs can help them by providing solutions
that meet the requirements that IT managers expect. This includes professional
services such as maintenance, support, and training.”
– Guy Reams, Physical Security Consultant, Ingram Micro

Possibilities Released.
Intel Technology Providers gain access to an incredible repository
of information and resources. Already a member?
Login at www.intel.com/technologyprovider and explore today.
• Learn about upcoming training and events
• Get up to speed on Intel products, services and technologies
• Find out what amazing things other members are doing
• Access sales and marketing tools
• Get technical help, support and downloads
• Learn about special promotions – just for partners

Intel® Technology
Provider

Not yet a member?
Join today.
intel.com/technologyprovider
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